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The Value of AccuSharp® Products
Fortune Products focuses on one primary goal with the AccuSharp® line of products; making the 
most effective knife and blade sharpeners in the world. Our every effort is aimed toward creating 
products that will provide the sharpest edge possible for your knives, tools, and equipment. Whether 
your sharpening needs range from the kitchen, workshop, yard, hunting, fishing, or other outdoor 
sports, our sharpening products can help you maintain the very best edge.

We’re proud of the many awards we’ve won for product effectiveness, even when compared to 
brands costing hundreds more. We’ve been compared to products from bigger companies, electric 
and manual products, and products endorsed by celebrities, and still the AccuSharp® brand has 
won-out for value and performance.

Our product line includes the lauded AccuSharp® Knife Sharpener—an astounding value with a cost-
to-benefit ratio that makes other knife sharpeners seem pointless. And AccuSharp® offers sharpeners 
for specific sharpening needs including knives, filet knives, serrated knives, scissors, garden tools, 
augers, shears, and more.

KNIVES •  SERRATED KNIVES  
F I L E T  K N I V E S  •  C L E AV E R S  
H A T C H E T S  •  M A C H E T E S  
B R O A D H E A D S  •  S H O V E L S  
A X E S  •  H O E S  •  A N D  M O R E !
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AccuSharp® Knife and Tool Sharpener
(001)
Finally, a knife sharpener anyone can use! In about 10 seconds, sharpen knives (even serrated 
knives), cleavers, axes, machetes, and many other cutting tools. The large ergonomic 
handle fits either hand safely and securely. The full length finger guard protects 
your fingers. The sharpening blades are diamond-honed tungsten carbide and 
provide years of reliable use. AccuSharp® Knife Sharpeners will not rust and 
can be cleaned with soap and water, or in the dishwasher. Replacement 
sharpening blades are available.

ShearSharp® Scissor Sharpener
(002)
ShearSharp® is an amazing device designed to take the mystery 
out of sharpening your general purpose scissors, hedge clippers 
and tin snips. The large ergonomic handle fits either hand safely 
and securely. The full length finger guard protects your fingers. 
The sharpening blade is diamond-honed tungsten carbide and 
provides years of reliable use. ShearSharp® will not rust and can 
be cleaned with soap and water, or in the dishwasher. If you 
own a pair of scissors, you will want to have the easy-to-use, 
affordable ShearSharp® Scissor Sharpener.

SturdyMount® Knife Sharpener
(004)
The AccuSharp® SturdyMount® Knife Sharpener mounts easily 
to cutting boards, kitchen counters, filet boards, workbenches, 
butcher blocks, cleaning tables; you name it. No more messy 
oils or stones. The diamond-honed tungsten carbide sharpening 
blades are reversible and will give you an excellent sharpening 
finish for 5 to 10 years of normal household use. A durable ABS 
plastic body and stainless steel screws make the SturdyMount® 
Knife Sharpener ideal for indoor and outdoor use.

AccuSharp® Camouflage Knife Sharpener
(005)
The outdoor enthusiast can have the world’s best knife and tool 
sharpener in this attractive camouflage design. With all the great 
features of the original AccuSharp®, AccuSharp® Camo is a perfect 
gift for those who love the great outdoors. In about 10 seconds, 
sharpen knives (even serrated knives), cleavers, axes, machetes, 
and many other cutting tools. Remember, camo isn’t just for 
hunters anymore! It’s great for the toolbox, tackle box, gear bag or 
backpack.

AccuSharp® Replacement 
Sharpening Blades (003)
These blades fit many of our handheld products, excluding 
ShearSharp®. For the best possible sharpening edge, we only 
use the finest American-made diamond-honed tungsten carbide 
available. The result is the finest line of carbide sharpeners on 
the market today, at any price. These blades are reversible for 
double life, and most users report an average life of 5 to 10 years 
between replacements. Beware of other brands that use cheap 
imported carbide! Insist on AccuSharp®.

Classic Series
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GardenSharp® Tool Sharpener (006)
The GardenSharp® Tool Sharpener is designed to sharpen all those single edged, hard to sharpen items in 
your tool shed, such as lawn mower blades, pruning shears (secateurs), limb loppers, hoes, shovels, 
and scythes. The full length finger guard protects fingers while the reversible diamond-
honed tungsten carbide blade puts your cutting edge in “good as new” condition. 
GardenSharp® will not rust and can be cleaned with soap and water, or in the 
dishwasher. Florists, landscapers, and gardeners of all kinds need the 
GardenSharp® Tool Sharpener.

AugerSharp® Sharpener
(007)
The AugerSharp® Ice Auger Sharpener is the ice fisherman’s 
dream. If you ice fish, you know what work it is when your 
auger blades are dull. Now you can spend more time fishing 
and less time drilling holes in the ice. The full length finger guard 
protects fingers while the reversible diamond-honed tungsten 
carbide blade keeps a razor edge on your auger blades. The 
bright orange finger guard makes it easy to find on the ice too! 
AugerSharp® will not rust and can be cleaned with soap and 
water, or in the dishwasher. If there’s an ice fisherman in your 
house, they already want this product!

AccuSharp® OD Green Sharpener
(008)
What is OD you ask? Olive Drab! The original outdoor color! 
Great for your hunting bag, workshop, toolbox, glove box and 
more. The exact same sharpener as our original AccuSharp®, 
but in a color that calls to mind the great outdoors. The large 
ergonomic handle fits either hand safely and securely. The full 
length finger guard protects your fingers. Sharpening blades are 
diamond-honed tungsten carbide and provide years of reliable 
use. AccuSharp® OD Green will not rust and can be cleaned with 
soap and water, or in the dishwasher. Replacement sharpening 
blades are available.

AccuSharp® Filet Knife Sharpener (010)
The AccuSharp® Filet Knife Sharpener is a must for every tackle 
box. In about 10 seconds you can make your filet knife razor 
sharp. The large ergonomic handle fits either hand safely and 
securely. The full length finger guard protects your fingers. 
Sharpening blades are diamond-honed tungsten carbide and 
provide years of reliable service. AccuSharp® Filet Knife Sharpener 
can be cleaned with soap and water, or in the dishwasher. 
Fishermen, along with Craftsmen, Gardeners, and anyone who 
uses a knife, all need the easy to use, affordable AccuSharp® Filet 
Knife Sharpener.

AccuSharp®/ShearSharp® Combo (012)
The Combination Pack consists of the AccuSharp® Knife and Tool 
Sharpener and ShearSharp® Scissor Sharpener. Sharpen just about 
anything in the house in about 10 seconds. The AccuSharp® Knife 
and Tool Sharpener sharpens knives, cleavers, axes, machetes, 
and many other cutting tools. The ShearSharp® Scissor Sharpener 
sharpens general purpose scissors, hedge clippers and tin snips. 
Both products are designed with the safe & secure ergonomic 
handle. The full length finger guard protects your fingers. Sharpening 
blades are diamond-honed tungsten carbide for years of reliable 
use. They will not rust and can be cleaned with soap and water, or in 
the dishwasher.

Classic Series
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Natural Stone Series

Classic Series

AccuSharp® Arkansas Whetstone 
Combination Knife Sharpening Kit (023)
The AccuSharp® Whetstone Combination Knife Sharpening Kit 
includes two sharpening stones for traditional coarse and fine 
sharpening, plus a convenient bottle of honing solution, all in a 
single kit. The product features a 3" fine and a 3" medium natural 
whetstone plus a 1 oz. bottle of superior honing solution. The 
stones and honing solution stay organized and ready for you each 
time you need to sharpen your knives and tools.

AccuSharp® Natural Arkansas 
Pocket Stone (024)
The AccuSharp® Natural Arkansas Pocket Stone offers traditional 
sharpening for all kinds of straight-bladed knives. The aggressive 
cutting feature can sharpen all types of steel. The Natural 
Arkansas Pocket Stone also comes equipped with a groove to 
sharpen all varieties of hooks and darts. The Natural Arkansas 
pocket stone comes complete with a handy AccuSharp® carrying 
pouch with a built-in belt loop 
for convenience.

AccuSharp® Pull-Through Knife Sharpener (036)
The AccuSharp® Pull-Through Knife Sharpener is great for sharpening and maintaining your blades. This commercial grade knife sharpener 
combines the award winning technology and proven reliability of our diamond-honed tungsten carbide sharpening blades with fine ceramic rods. 
The heavy duty, ergonomically-designed handle with the rubber over-molded grip provides a stable and comfortable platform for sharpening all 
your knives.

AccuSharp® Sharpening Steel 
(9 Inch: 032 &14 Inch: 033)
The AccuSharp® Sharpening Steel realigns the blade’s edge keeping 
all your household knives properly honed. The steel surface quickly 
returns the edge of a good blade in around 10 strokes. The rubber 
over-molded handle ensures a safe and secure grip, and the collar 
guard safely keeps hands out of  
the way. The AccuSharp® Sharpening Steel is available in 9 inch and 
14 inch to meet your personal needs.
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AccuSharp® Pull-Through Knife Sharpener (037)
The AccuSharp® Pull-Through Knife Sharpener is great for sharpening and maintaining your blades. This commercial grade knife sharpener 
combines the award winning technology and proven reliability of our diamond-honed tungsten carbide sharpening blades with fine ceramic rods. 
The heavy duty, ergonomically-designed handle with the rubber over-molded grip provides a stable and comfortable platform for sharpening all 
your knives.

AccuSharp® Diamond•PRO 
2-Step Knife Sharpener
The AccuSharp® Diamond•PRO 2-Step Knife Sharpener features pre-
angled coarse diamond and fine ceramic rods to sharpen, restore, and 
then polish a blade’s edge. The diamond rods are aggressive enough 
to sharpen all types of blades. The flip side consists of two ceramic 
rods used to finish and polish the edge for a smooth, sharp finish. 
The Diamond•PRO 2-Step exterior is made of brushed aluminum and 
finished with a rubber molded grip and rubber feet for safety. The unit 
has a lanyard hole which allows for easy attachment to cord or string.

AccuSharp® Diamond Pocket Stone (027)
The AccuSharp® Diamond Pocket Stone is a dual-sided pocket 
sharpening stone featuring a 320-grit coarse diamond surface used 
for more aggressive sharpening, plus an 800-grit fine diamond 
surface used for honing and finishing. The Diamond Pocket Stone 
also has a groove used for sharpening all kinds of hooks and darts. 
The pocket stone comes complete with a handy AccuSharp® 
carrying pouch with a built-in belt loop for convenience.

AccuSharp® 4-in-1 Knife and Tool 
Sharpener (Black: 029)
The AccuSharp® 4-in-1 Knife and Tool Sharpener combines every 
sharpening necessity into one pocket-sized unit. Featuring coarse 
tungsten carbide sharpening blades and fine ceramic rods, the unit 
also comes with a retractable diamond-tapered rod used for deep 
serrations. The rod also has a groove for all of your hooks and 
darts. Plus, the unit comes with a retractable flat diamond stone for 
users who prefer a continuous surface for their sharpening needs. 
The model is finished off with molded rubber feet to keep the unit 
steady while in use.

AccuSharp® Diamond Rod Sharpener
(030)
The AccuSharp® Diamond Rod Sharpener is an unbreakable 
diamond-coated steel rod used to sharpen all kinds of knives, 
including serrated edges. The retractable rod is engineered with 
a cone-shaped end for use on serrations and tight spaces. The 
diamond-coated steel rod also has sharpening grooves for use 
with all kinds of hooks, darts, and pointed objects and comes 
complete with a shirt pocket clip for easy storage.

017C 016CD

016TRAY

Professional Series
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Professional Series

AccuSharp® PRO Knife and Tool Sharpener (040)
The AccuSharp® PRO Knife and Tool Sharpener sharpens knives (even serrated knives), cleavers, 
axes, machetes, and many other cutting tools in about 10 seconds. The large ergonomic 
handle is made of brushed aluminum and framed in plastic with a matte finish. It fits 
either hand safely and securely. The full length finger guard protects your fingers. The 
sharpening blades are diamond-honed tungsten carbide and provide years of 
reliable use. The AccuSharp® PRO Knife and Tool Sharpener will not rust 
and can be cleaned with soap and water. Replacement sharpening 
blades are available.

AccuSharp® Diamond Sharpening Steel (9 
Inch: 034 &14 Inch: 035)
Fast-sharpening and long-lasting, the AccuSharp® Diamond 
Sharpening Steel will keep all your household knives properly 
honed. The durable diamond surface quickly returns the edge of a 
good blade in around 10 strokes. The rubber over-molded handle 
ensures a safe and secure grip, and the collar guard safely keeps 
hands out of the way. The AccuSharp® Diamond Sharpening Steel 
is available in 9 inch and 14 inch to meet your personal needs.

SharpNEasy™ 2-Step Sharpener
The SharpNEasyTM 2-Step Ceramic Knife Sharpener is an 
innovative tool that everyone can use. The ceramic rods, dark for 
coarse and white for fine, are exactly what you need to care for and 
maintain your blades. The two stages allow for the proper angle 
every time by having two stationary ceramic rods molded into the 
base. The 2-Step Sharpener also has over molded grips. The over 
molding process allows the user to have a comfortable and secure 
grip while sharpening. The unit has a lanyard hole which allows for 
easy attachment to cord or string.

AccuSharp® Folding Sport Knife
(Blue: 701, Red: 702, Black: 703 & Camo: 704)
The AccuSharp® Folding Sport Knife is constructed of anodized 
aluminum and stainless steel providing years of rust-free use. 
And with our patent pending wheel lock, you have the ability 
to open and close this knife with only one hand. The belt clip 
ensures that this knife will always be by your side when you 
need it. Our knife also features an emergency glass breaker.

334C
334CD
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Blaze Orange Series

AccuSharp® Pull-Through Knife Sharpener (039)
The AccuSharp® Pull-Through Knife Sharpener is great for sharpening and maintaining your blades. This commercial grade knife sharpener 
combines the award winning technology and proven reliability of our diamond-honed tungsten carbide sharpening blades with fine ceramic rods. 
The heavy duty, ergonomically-designed handle with the rubber over-molded grip provides a stable and comfortable platform for sharpening all 
your knives.

AccuSharp® Broadhead Sharpener 
& Wrench (013)
The industry’s most unique sharpener and wrench combination. 
The innovative design allows you to keep all* your broadheads 
razor sharp and will quickly become your “go to” tool. The wrench 
works with 2,3,4, and 5 blade broadheads. Simply run the blade 
through the two tungsten carbide blades and the ceramic honing 
rods 3 or 4 times each to precisely angle the shape of the cutting 
edge. (*Note: Some broadheads may need to be disassembled.)

AccuSharp® Blaze Orange (014)
AccuSharp® offers another great tool for the outdoor enthusiast. 
With all the great features of the original AccuSharp®, AccuSharp® 
Blaze Orange is a perfect gift for those who love the great 
outdoors. In about 10 seconds, sharpen knives (even serrated 
knives), cleavers, axes, machetes, and many other cutting tools. 
AccuSharp® Blaze Orange will not rust and can be cleaned with 
soap and water, or in the dishwasher. Remember, blaze orange 
isn’t just for hunters anymore! It’s great for the toolbox, tackle 
box, gear bag or backpack.

SharpNEasy™ Orange 2-Step
The SharpNEasyTM 2-Step Ceramic Knife Sharpener is an 
innovative tool that everyone can use. The ceramic rods, dark for 
coarse and white for fine, are exactly what you need to care for 
and maintain your blades. The two stages allow for the proper 
angle every time by having two stationary ceramic rods molded 
into the base. The 2-Step Sharpener also has over molded grips. 
The over molding process allows the user to have a comfortable 
and secure grip while sharpening. The unit has a lanyard hole 
which allows for easy attachment to cord or string.

AccuSharp® 4-in-1 Knife and Tool 
Sharpener (Orange: 028)
The AccuSharp® 4-in-1 Knife and Tool Sharpener combines every 
sharpening necessity into one pocket-sized unit. Featuring coarse 
tungsten carbide sharpening blades and fine ceramic rods, the unit 
also comes with a retractable diamond-tapered rod used for deep 
serrations. The rod also has a groove for all of your hooks and 
darts. Plus, the unit comes with a retractable flat diamond stone for 
users who prefer a continuous surface for their sharpening needs. 
The model is finished off with molded rubber feet to keep the unit 
steady while in use.

336C
335CD
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Custom Imprinting

AccuSharp® Promotional Items

AccuSharp® Combo Packs
The AccuSharp® Combo Packs are 
great promotional items for your special 
store events. We've joined our popular 
AccuSharp® Knife and Tool Sharpeners 
and 2-Step Knife Sharpeners with our 
Folding Sport Knives, creating perfect gift 
combinations for just about everyone in the 
family.

041

044

042

045

043

046

AccuSharp® Custom 
Imprinting
Keep your company’s name and logo in 
front of your customers with a custom 
imprinted AccuSharp® Knife and Tool 
Sharpener. Your customers will think of 
your organization every time they use the 
sharpener. We can custom imprint your 
logo and company information in a variety 
of colors. Call today for more information 
on how custom imprinting can sharpen 
your image among prospective clients 
and loyal customers.
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AccuSharp® 
Racetrack Display
The AccuSharp® Racetrack 
Display helps to create an 
environment that attracts 
customers, entices them 
to spend more time in your 
store, and encourages them 
to purchase impulsively. This 
versatile display promotes 
a variety of AccuSharp® 
products while enhancing 
your store's layout and 
design. Dimensions: 
Approximately 24" wide x 62" 
deep x 67" tall.

AccuSharp® 
Spinner Rack 
Display
Make your retail space count 
with the AccuSharp® Spinner 
Rack Display. This rotating 
fixture fits in tight areas while 
still allowing your customers 
access. It's perfect for 
showcasing a lot of product 
in a small space. Dimensions: 
Approximately 21" wide x 17" 
deep x 75" tall.

AccuSharp® Rack Display
The AccuSharp® Rack Display is a sturdy metal and plastic unit 
requiring only a few seconds to assemble. As a 2-Tier unit, it 
will hold 36 or more AccuSharp® packages. It also works great 
as a 1-Tier unit, holding 18 or more AccuSharp® packages. 
Dimensions: Approximately 14" wide x 7" deep. As a 2-Tier unit 
it is 21" tall (30" tall with display card). As a 1-Tier unit it is 12" tall 
(21" tall with display card).

AccuSharp® Floor Stand 
Display
The AccuSharp® Floor Stand Display is 
a lightweight, easy-to-assemble product 
stand that will act as a “silent salesman”. 
Each unit will hold 36 AccuSharp® 
packages. Dimensions: Approximately 14" 
wide x 14" deep x 58" tall.

AccuSharp® POP Display Unit
This simple but effective AccuSharp® acrylic point-of-purchase 
display unit does a great job of direct selling! Point out the terrific 
features of these sharpeners without ever saying a word and help 
drive your sales.
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What Folks are Saying About AccuSharp® Products

“I have one of your AccuSharp® knife sharpeners and I find it to be the best knife sharpener I 
have ever found anywhere I have ever worked—the employees have been amazed with your 
sharpener.”

Chef Frank Fileccia
CCC Franks Recipes

Frank holds the highest Chef’s rank in three countries: Certified Chef de Cuisine (Canada), Certified Executive 
Chef (United States), Governor of the Order of Merit (Great Britain), as well as numerous awards.

“I have been cooking for 32 years, with the constant problem of how to keep my knives 
sharp. I own dozens of products - from a $1.49 stone to a $250 professional sharpener - 
NONE of which really work. When I found the AccuSharp®, I threw all of the other tools away. 
This is IT!!! Thanks. Where can I get more? They will make great holiday gifts.”

Randy Kirk, Merlin Catering, Bloomington, Minnesota

“As a kitchen product specialist who sells a lot of knives on QVC, I was frustrated to not 
be able to offer our customers a sharpener that was not only easy to use and store, but 
also economical. Knives must be sharpened! Imagine my delight when I discovered the 
AccuSharp® knife sharpener at our local hardware store. It had everything I was looking for 
in a sharpener and more—tungsten carbide blade set at a 20° angle for sharpening both 
straight edge and serrated knives, total portability and a price tag that my QVC customers 
can appreciate. Maybe that’s why we’ve sold over 150,000 of them in the last two years and 
earned a customer top rating!”

Marie Louise Ludwig

“One of my favorite gadgets is a thing called AccuSharp®, a knife-and-tool sharpener that’s 
a relatively low-cost gadget that I got at Ace Mart. It’s a little plastic thing that looks sort of 
like plastic brass knuckles. It’s very simple to use, and it keeps all my knives really sharp.”

Gilbert Garza, chef-owner of Suze Restaurant in Dallas
Chef Garza recently won the American Institute of Wine & Food’s Caesar salad competition.

AccuSharp® has Been Featured or Reviewed by These Publications:
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Cedar Park, Texas 78613 USA
Phone: 1-800-742-7797
www.accusharp.com

Cool Tools, both the website and the book (by Kevin 

Kelly), is not about getting more things, or expensive 

gadgets, but about finding the right stuff. For me, it was 

the $9 AccuSharp Knife Sharpener, remarkably useful 

because it makes something I already have — an indif-

ferent set of kitchen knives — much more valuable.

David Carr - The New York Times

“
”

Article on Cool Tools by David Carr                                                                                                January 5, 2014
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